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A PMP Ponton Bridge Park has been located on the east edge of Kamenets Podolskiy (48 41 00N-26 36 30E).

The Ponton Bridge Park is fenced into three separate areas. The two end areas each contain two PMP Ponton Bridge Companies and a probable technical company. The center area contains two buildings and appears to serve as a maintenance facility.

The following vehicles and equipment were observed in the PMP Ponton Bridge Companies and the probable technical companies:

March 1965 (See Figure 2)

PMP Ponton Company A

2 PMP ramp bays
16 PMP bridge bays
1 Possible Kraz 214 special purpose vehicle
6 BMK 150 power boats
6 Probable cargo trucks
1 Unidentified vehicle/equipment

PMP Ponton Company B

2 PMP ramp bays
16 PMP bridge bays
1 Possible Kraz 214 special purpose vehicle
6 BMK 150 power boats
6 Probable cargo trucks
2 Unidentified vehicles/equipment

PMP Ponton Company C

2 PMP ramp bays
15 PMP bridge bays
1 Probable Kraz 214 special purpose vehicle
6 BMK 150 power boats
4 Probable cargo trucks
3 Unidentified vehicles/equipment
PMP Ponton Company D

2 PMP ramp bays
16 PMP bridge bays
1 Possible Kraz 214 special purpose vehicle
6 BMK 150 power boats
3 Cargo trucks
2 Unidentified vehicles/equipment

Probable Technical Company A

4 Probable cargo trucks
2 Possible ZIL 485 amphibious vehicles
1 Unidentified vehicle

Probable Technical Company B

4 Possible cargo trucks
6 Unidentified vehicles

October 1965

PMP Ponton Company A

2 PMP ramp bays
15 PMP bridge bays
1 Probable Kraz 214 special purpose vehicle
6 BMK 150 power boats
5 Cargo trucks
1 Unidentified vehicle/equipment

PMP Ponton Company B

2 PMP ramp bays
15 PMP bridge bays
1 Probable Kraz 214 special purpose vehicle
6 BMK 150 power boats
2 Cargo trucks
3 Unidentified vehicles/equipment

PMP Ponton Company C

2 PMP ramp bays
14 PMP bridge bays
1 Probable Kraz 214 special purpose vehicle
5 BMK 150 power boats
1 Unidentified vehicle/equipment
PMP Ponton Company D

2 PMP ramp bays
16 PMP bridge bays
1 Probable Kraz 214 special purpose vehicle
5 BMK 150 power boats
5 Cargo trucks
2 Unidentified vehicles/equipment

Probable Technical Company A

4 Cargo trucks
7 Unidentified vehicles
3 Unidentified equipment

Probable Technical Company B

6 Cargo trucks
7 Unidentified vehicles/equipment
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